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In this Issue…
P1-3: World Book Day
P4: Heald Place Primary visit
P5: Wilbraham Primary visit
P6: St. Mary’s Primary football
P7: MCFC First Aid
P8: Stars of the Week

Don’t forget:
YEAR 9 PARENTS’
EVENING ON THURSDAY
HAS BEEN CANCELLED.
DATE TO BE REARRANGED

SCHOOL STAFF GET IN THE SPIRIT OF WORLD BOOK DAY
Our Senior Leadership Team got into the spirit of World Book Day on Thursday
March 1st, whilst many other staff members were spotted around school
dressed up as famous literary characters.
We were also delighted to welcome author Non Pratt, who took Year 9
students through character and dialogue workshops.
Kev F Sutherland, who is a comic writer and artist for The Beano, Marvel and
Doctor Who, also joined us for a comic book workshop with Year 8 students.
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STAFF GOT IN THE SPIRIT OF WORLD BOOK DAY

Pictured are our PE department (top left) as the family from Matilda, Ms George as Bellatrix Lestrange and Ms Titterington as Snow White (top right), Ms Burkinshaw as the rabbit
from Alice in Wonderland (bottom left) and Ms Henderson (bottom right), as Maleficent.
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AUTHOR NON PRATT HELD CHARACTER AND DIALOGUE WORKSHOPS
Author Non Pratt
held character
and dialogue
workshops with
Year 9 on World
Book Day.
She said: “The
students came
up with some
really good
ideas. They were
lively, engaging
and I was very
impressed with
their writing
skills.”

COMIC ARTIST KEV F SUTHERLAND LED COMIC BOOK WORKSHOPS
We were thrilled to welcome Comic Artist Kev F Sutherland, who was in school on World
Book Day helping Year 8 students produce a comic, entitled 'Don't Eat My Chicken'.
English teacher Ms George said students took part in a brainstorming session and they
came up with some very creative ideas.
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HEALD PLACE PRIMARY SCHOOL PUPILS LEARN ABOUT HEALTHY EATING

Year 5 students from Heald Place Primary School enjoyed learning about healthy eating
as part of their day visiting Manchester Academy on Tuesday.
Our Year 7 students Ahmad Sabar and Kawa Muhammad welcomed pupils to school.
They explained how they adapted to life at high school, and how easy it was to make new
friends and
find their
way around
school.
The pupils
took part in
a range of
activities
which
included a
T-shirt
printing
session,
and a quiz
about
University.
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WILBRAHAM PRIMARY SCHOOL PUPILS TRY T-SHIRT PRINTING

Year 5 students from Wilbraham Primary School made their own T-shirt designs as part of
their day visiting Manchester Academy on Wednesday.
Our Year 7 students Suhayb Da Silva, Farhad Javed and Mohamad Hassan welcomed pupils
into school. They reassured them that transitioning from primary school to life at high
school was not difficult, and teachers would help them if they could not find their way
around school. They also told them about their student planners and school uniform.
Suhayb said they
should not be
worried about
getting lost and he
advised them not
to be afraid to ask
for help.
The pupils took
part in a range of
activities which
included a healthy
eating session, a
relaxation session
and a quiz about
University.
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ST MARY’S PRIMARY SCHOOL PUPILS ENJOY FOOTBALL TRAINING

ST PHILIP’S
PRIMARY
SCHOOL
PUPILS
T-SHIRTS
Pupils at St Mary’s
Primary School
in Moss
Side have
been DESIGN
really enjoying
a weekly football
training session with Mr Ross from the Manchester United Foundation.
He has been helped by four of our Year 9 students: Mohammed Suldan, Abdullahi Ahmed,
Davies Yeboah and Shayaan Zia.
Mr Mundell, Higher Learning Teaching Assistant at St Mary’s Primary School, explained
that their Year 5 group are very sporty and love physical activities.
“They absolutely love it and they really look forward to it every week. It’s been fantastic to
see it building pupil’s self-esteem and watching them mixing in with the rest of the group,
which really benefits us as staff. Mr Ross delivers sport in a really professional way, and our
youngsters have also enjoyed learning about healthy eating.”
Year 9 student Mohammed Suldan explained that he really looks forward to coaching the
primary school pupils:
“I love getting involved with activities and working with the children is great . It’s good to
see them improving their skills and having fun.”
Two lucky pupils, Mosope Ajayi and Desean Fandoo, also won tickets to watch Man Utd
play Swansea on March 31 for being Stars of the Week.
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YEAR 11 STUDENTS LEARN FIRST AID SKILLS IN ASDAN COURSE

Our Year 11 students learnt how to dress a wound in a first aid class led by Mr Johnston
from Manchester City in the Community, as part of their Level 2 ASDAN course.
Mwamba Lesa and Afshan Basharat practised on each other and they also learnt how to
deal with a heart attack victim.
Mwamba said: “I’m really enjoying the course. It teaches you basic life skills, first aid,
fitness, teamwork and communication.”
The ASDAN Certificate of Personal Effectiveness course covers 13 modules. This week,
students have been following a step by step guide to learn how to save someone’s life if
they are suffering from major bleeds, a stroke, heart attack, burns or choking.
Hafsa Sheikh Mohamed said: “I’m learning a lot of practical skills. I’ve learnt a lot of things
I didn’t know before and we’ve gone into more detail this year than we did last year.”
Year 10 students are also working towards their Level 1 qualification and Mr Johnston said
both year groups have been making good progress.
“Year 11 students are now in their second year of the ASDAN course. This week is all about
putting what they’ve learnt into action in their practical assessments.”
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OFthe
THEWeek….
WEEK
Well done to this week’sSTARS
Stars of
Well done to this week’s Stars of the Week….
Name
Name

Year
Reg

Subject
Subject

Comment
Comment

Hasnain Saleem

7

Art

Habib Sharif

8

Works hard in lessons, is enthuMeshari regularly submits homework
siastic
about
his and
work
and instruccomof high
quality
follows
pletes
toHe
a high
tionsallinhomework
the classroom.
also pushed
himself really hard this week whilst
standard
on Maths word problems,
For working
his outstanding
work in all
despite it being out of his comfort
Maths lessons and for his dedication
to learning.
Well
done! and
For excellent
Spanish
Homework
of ICT toan
complete
his homework
For use
achieving
incredibly
For consistently
performing
impressive
and strong
gradewell
in in
English
his climate change assessment.

Meshari ALMAJREN

Gurkamal Singh

Muhammad Sameer
Ali Mustafa Hakimi
Maryam Nasir
Azhar Khan

Kamran Ali

7NBR

Induction

Maths
7SVO

9

MFL

Geography
7NBR

English

7CWT
Transition

9

Science

Firas Dahoum

11

Science

Hafsa
Eid Sheikh
Jama
Mohamed

11 8RTI

Hamza Mohamed
Zehad Ali

Fahd Hilal
Leshae Gray

Bianca
Bosca
Chloe Taylor

For his all round amazing efforts in

Improved
attitude
EVERY lesson
and to
his learning
lovely behaviour
andallbrilliant
start to the new
of the time!
half-term.
10
Science
Excellent
attitude and effort in
He is making wonderful effort despite
Transition Science.
He of
is really
starting
to who
being out
school so
much and
has worked
hard and
is beginning to
understand
difficult
concepts
and applying his understanding
8XAN
Transition
For great behaviour in all lessons and
to exam
style questions (Mrs.
an excellent attitude to work.
Bradley).
8MWH
Cheer
Both of these girls have joined the MA
11 8XAN Induction
Punctual,
well-mannered,
hardstars recently
and have been
working
extremely
hard
to
fit
into
the
squad
working and helpful.
seamlessly. Chloe led a fantastic

Excellent
attitude
to learning
warm-up
and cool-down
and Leshae
andhas
attendance
revision
tried out a at
range
of positions and
is fast to
become
a versatile
member of
sessions
prepare
for mock
the group. We are proud of you - say
exams.
being
and to meet all
Form Time For Eid
has very
madehelpful
a huge effort
supportive
ofon
another
student
the targets
his report
over the past
2
weeks.
I
am
very
pleased
who was having a seizure. that staff
have made the effort to report wonderful things about this young
man.
He is now engaged and colYours
sincerely,
lecting lots of merits and house

Miss Owen, Acting Principal
Sultan Abdulahi

8ITU

Geography

For an excellent approach to his learning and homework in Geography, in
addition to a major improvement in
behaviour. I'm really impressed by
you this year Sultan, well done!

